
BREAKING SOCIAL NORMS NOT SAYING HELLO BACK

It's not that hard to say hi and show acknowledgment that an Let's break the social norm of being unfriendly, reserved,
and too cool, and greet.

Lennon Baker For my experiment I decided to speak as little as possible to my coworkers for a day. I sent him
an emoji text. I switched to escalators. When responding with short, blunt, and direct answers, people looked
at me funny as if I was not normal. Martha Kuka For my norm violation experiment, I thought it would be fun
to stand the wrong way in elevators. I sent another emoji text. Do not be rude to teachers or your classmates.
And now the checkout girl at the grocery store knows me and I know her Most normal people face the doors in
an elevator, so I considered how weirded out I would be if someone faced the wrong direction. I was alittle
dumbfounded at this and just walked away from the guy. Then create a new tradition where you give each
other non-physical gifts or only homemade gifts or artwork. It's not that hard to say hi and show
acknowledgment that an acquaintance is walking right past you on campus. The bartender male also noticed
the wink that accompanied my drink order and smiled while shaking his head. I conducted this experiment on
the morning of Saturday, October  Each group can share many of the same social norms; and, the group may
have a few special norms. Now let go of these expectations and start living that life! You are a free spirit.
Social Norms When Dining Out When dining out at a restaurant there are social norms that are commonly
expected from the diner. When i showed up it was hard not looking at people when they greeted me. It was
difficult to figure out because everyone has a different meaning to what something means. One of my pet
peeves is when people walk up escalators and try to squeeze past me. Likewise, it was harder and more
awkward to communicate if they were a stagnant group and I had to walk up to them. Some examples of
gender-specific norms include the following: Girls wear pink; boys wear blue. But with an emoji text if you
send dancing girls, a smiley face and a martini glass you would like that you already had drinks and you were
dancing at the bar. People would try to avoid eye contact or just look anywhere but my gaze. But how far are
we willing to go in abandoning our true selves for the sake of being accepted by others? These are norms that I
have personally broken so I know of their potential to change your life.


